Abstract -Brain-machine interface (BMI) systems use signals acquired from the brain to directly control the movement of an actuator, such as a computer cursor or a robotic arm, with the goal of restoring motor function lost due to injury or disease of the nervous system. In BMIs with kinematically redundant actuators, the combination of the task goals and the system under neural control can allow for many equally optimal task solutions. The extent to which kinematically redundant degrees of freedom (DOFs) in a BMI system may be under direct neural control is unknown. To address this question, a Kalman filter was used to decode single-and multi-unit cortical neural activity of two macaque monkeys into the joint velocities of a virtual four-link kinematic chain. Subjects completed movements of the chain's endpoint to instructed target locations within a two-dimensional plane. This system was kinematically redundant for an endpoint movement task, as four DOFs were used to manipulate the 2-D endpoint position. Both subjects successfully performed the task and improved with practice by producing faster endpoint velocity control signals. Kinematic redundancy allowed null movements whereby the individual links of the chain could move in a way that cancels out and does not result in endpoint movement. As the subjects became more proficient at controlling the chain, the amount of null movement also increased. Task performance suffered when the links of the kinematic chain were hidden and only the endpoint was visible. Furthermore, all four DOFs of the joint-velocity control space exhibited task-relevant modulation. The relative usage of each DOF depended on the configuration of the chain, and trials in which the less-prominent DOFs were utilized also had better task performance. Overall, these results indicate that the subjects incorporated the redundant components of the control space into their control strategy. Future BMI systems with kinematic redundancy, such as exoskeletal systems or anthropomorphic robotic arms, may benefit from allowing neural control over redundant configuration dimensions as well as the end-effector.
I. INTRODUCTION
B RAIN-machine interface (BMI) systems hold tremendous potential to restore motor function lost to neurological injury or disease. BMIs convert neural signals from the brain into control signals to drive prosthetic actuators such as computer cursors, prosthetic arms, exoskeletons, and other assistive devices. Impressive proof of concept systems have been shown for rodents, non-human primates, and humans controlling a variety of virtual and physical actuators (see e.g., reviews [1] and [2] ).
The focus of this work is on kinematically redundant BMIs, where the combination of task goals and the system (plant) under neural control allow for multiple, equally optimal, task solutions. Though BMI paradigms are typically neurally redundant, they are typically not kinematically redundant. An example is the 2D cursor movement task where the two degrees of freedom (DOFs) defining cursor position are controlled by neural activity. There is only one way for the BMI to achieve any specific endpoint trajectory, though multiple neural signal patterns may be used to generate the cursor control signal. In other words, the 2-D cursor BMI paradigm is neurally redundant but not kinematically redundant. In contrast, the kinematically redundant BMI we investigate here has two added DOFs to the plant, which allows many different manipulator trajectories to produce the same endpoint trajectory.
Even when redundant controllable DOFs are physically available, the corresponding tasks generally are not kinematically redundant. For example, several studies have demonstrated control of arm-like robots that are able to grasp objects in 3-D space, but these paradigms lacked kinematic redundancy since neural input only controlled the end effector, e.g., endpoint velocity and 1-D grip [3] , [4] . Any remaining mechanical DOFs such as joint kinematics remained under machine control and were not subject to neural input. In a few studies, redundant kinematic solutions may have been possible when 3-D velocity and 1-D grip was supplemented with 3-D end effector orientation [5] and multiple grasp dimensions [6] , or when functional electrical stimulation was used to drive different muscles with similar effects on hand grasp [7] . The presence of redundant solutions in those studies would depend on the objects being grasped, and redundant solutions were not the focus of those studies.
In contrast to the lack of neurally controllable kinematic redundancy in BMI systems, the natural motor system displays impressive dexterity in controlling the many redundant DOFs of arm movements, in which many different joint postures can be used to achieve a single endpoint position. Dexterous control over the natural arm's redundancy enables important real-world functions, e.g., reaching around obstacles. Early studies suggested that the brain resolves redundancy prior to movement execution by minimizing a cost function such as kinematic jerk [8] , endpoint variance [9] , etc. More recent studies have postulated that redundancy is resolved "online" during movement execution and exploited to minimize control energy spent correcting for errors in redundant control dimensions which do not affect task performance [10] , [11] . Studies of human subjects learning a novel redundant mapping between naturally generated high-dimensional finger movements and a 2-D cursor have explored how the use of redundant control dimensions changes with skill acquisition (e.g., [12] ). Similarly, studying how the brain learns to attain control of a redundant BMI system may illuminate some of the system properties that shape neural mechanisms of control and skill acquisition for redundant systems.
To our knowledge, no studies have investigated the extent to which kinematically redundant DOFs contribute to learned BMI control strategies or to task performance. In order to examine redundant control in BMI, we designed a virtual fourlink kinematic chain that moved in a two-dimensional plane. With this system, any endpoint position in the workspace could be achieved by an infinite number of kinematic chain configurations (an entire 2-D solution manifold). Two nonhuman primate subjects were trained to control the four joint velocities of the chain with neural activity in a closed-loop BMI system. Single-and multi-unit activity was decoded using a Kalman filter (KF) and the subjects were tasked with moving the endpoint of the redundant kinematic chain to instructed target locations. This paradigm gave the subjects neural control of more DOFs than were necessary to perform the task. As subjects improved task performance with the novel redundant manipulator, we analyzed whether the subjects' use of the redundant control dimensions changed with learning. In addition, we devised experimental manipulations and analytical methods to assess whether the subjects were able to leverage all available DOFs when the manipulator was placed into less-practiced configurations. The results of this virtual BMI paradigm inform how neural signals might be used to control physical manipulators with redundant elements.
II. METHODS A. Surgery and Electrophysiology
Two adult male rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta), Monkeys C and G, were implanted with chronic Tefloncoated tungsten microwire electrode arrays (35 μm diameter, 500 μ wire spacing, 128 channels in each hemisphere; Innovative Neurophysiology, Durham, NC, USA) for neural recording. The arrays were implanted bilaterally in the hand and arm representation areas of primary motor cortex (M1) and dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) (Monkey G), and the primary sensory cortex (S1) and M1 (Monkey C), using stereotactic coordinates. Neural activity was recorded, filtered, and thresholded using a 256-channel OmniPlex system (Plexon, Inc., Dallas, TX, USA). Single and multi-unit waveforms were sorted online with a template-matching algorithm (PlexControl software). Decoder units were manually selected based on a combination of waveform amplitude, variance, and stability over time. We did not distinguish between single and multi-units, as previously published work has observed learning in BMI control with multi-unit activity [13] . All procedures were conducted in compliance with the National Institute of Health Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the University of California, Berkeley Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
B. Behavioral Tasks
The monkeys were trained to use hand movements to move a cursor to instructed targets on a computer screen for a liquid reward. Failure to complete a movement in time (7-15 s) or hold for sufficient time (200 ms) restarted the same trial without reward. After manual training they were switched to BMI using a KF that translated neural activity into 2D cursor velocities without overt arm movements. After familiarization with the brain-controlled cursor, they began controlling the joint velocities of a four-link virtual kinematic chain with KF-decoded neural activity [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The system can be described by the relative joint angles θ i , the angle between link i − 1 and link i . The kinematic chain configuration is fully defined by the four joint angles θ = [θ (1) , θ (2) , θ (3) , θ (4) ] T . The absolute joint angles ψ i can be calculated from the relative joint angles: ψ i (θ ) = i k=1 θ i . The relationships between the relative and the absolute angles can be seen in Fig. 1 . Chain kinematics are further described in Section II-C. All tasks performed with the chain required moving the endpoint to an instructed target of radius 1.3 cm (Monkey C) or 1.5 cm (Monkey G).
In the kinematic chain center-out task [ Fig. 1(b) ] the monkeys initiated self-paced trials by holding in a central target for 200 ms. Upon entering the center, a peripheral target appeared. At the end of the hold period the center target disappeared, cuing a move to the peripheral target. Instructed targets were uniformly spaced around the circumference of an 8 cm radius circle. Monkey C had 16 targets but we reduced the number of targets to 8 for Monkey G to obtain more trials to each target while keeping the same workspace range.
Once familiar with the kinematic chain center-out task, the monkeys performed the multi-configuration task [ Fig. 1(c) ]. At the start of each trial, the chain endpoint appeared at the center of one of four uniformly spaced peripheral targets. The chain's starting configuration was set to ψ (3) = one of {135, 157.5, 180, 202.5, 225} deg for Monkey C or {135, 180, 225} deg for Monkey G and θ (4) = −9 deg as shown in Fig. 1(c) (Monkey G had fewer starting configurations than Monkey C but over the same range of configurations to obtain more trials per target). The remaining joint angles are uniquely determined if the endpoint position is specified. This yielded a total of 20 (Monkey C) or 12 (Monkey G) possible starting configurations. The monkeys were instructed to move the endpoint from these initial positions to a target at the center of the workspace. Unlike the center-out task, this task was not continuous since there was a large, automatic movement of the chain back to one of the preset configurations before each new trial.
In some multi-configuration sessions, we tested the effect of visual feedback of the chain configuration by hiding the entire chain except for a cursor representing the endpoint on 50% of trials (randomly chosen). To determine whether the feedback reduction significantly impacted movement time, we used a permutation test (see Section II-F).
For a small number of sessions analyzed separately, Monkey G performed a variant of the multi-configuration task intended to elicit activity in the less prominent PCs. The starting configurations were calculated such that the primary two principal components (PCs) of the control signals (see Section II-E) only allowed the endpoint to move in a single direction. That is, near these configurations, two DOFs in joint space effectively translated to one DOF in the endpoint space. For each calculated (or singular) configuration, the instructed target appeared along the path of one of the remaining two PCs instead of at the workspace center, approximately perpendicular to the single path accessible to the primary PCs [e.g., Fig. 4(b) ].
For all tasks, movement time, defined as the number of seconds elapsed between exiting the origin target and entering the instructed target, was our primary measure of performance. Trials were considered successful if the target was reached without a timeout and the hold requirement was completed.
C. Manipulator Kinematics
The chain's endpoint position can be determined from the configuration by the forward kinematics equation f (·) [14] . Let l i be the i th link length (15 cm, 15 cm, 5 cm, 5 cm from proximal to distal).
For sufficiently small time-scales t and velocities ω = d dt θ = [ω (1) , ω (2) , ω (3) , ω (4) ] T , f (·) can be accurately linearized:
| θ=θ t is a 2×4 matrix that maps joint velocities to (approximate) endpoint velocities. For the joint velocities here, linearization inaccuracy was less than 2 mm. J (θ t ) is configuration dependent-the same joint velocity may result in different endpoint velocities depending on the chain configuration. Because the mapping from 4-D joint velocity to 2-D endpoint velocity has fewer output dimensions than input dimensions, it is possible to have null joint velocities ω null such that for a fixed θ , J (θ )ω null = 0. These null velocities reconfigure the chain with little to no endpoint movement [14] . In contrast, purely endpoint-potent joint velocities ω end pt have no null component and represent the smallest 2 -norm joint velocities needed to produce a particular endpoint velocity. Joint velocities will have both endpointpotent and null components: ω = ω null + ω end pt . We use the formula ω end pt = J † (θ )J (θ )ω to calculate the endpoint-potent components, in which (·) † is the matrix pseudoinverse. (There are subtle difficulties associated with using the pseudoinverse to actuate endpoint trajectories [14] ; however, in this work the pseudoinverse is not used for actuation.)
Splitting the joint velocities into endpoint-potent and null components is a natural decomposition for our endpoint movement tasks since null movements do not directly aid in accomplishing the task. Within the endpoint-potent space, subjects may also attempt to generate straight trajectories, since natural movements and BMI cursor movements in similar tasks tend to be mostly straight. To analyze the straightness of the endpoint-potent component, we subdivide into a goal component, which moves the endpoint along the axis between the endpoint position f (θ ) and the target position p * , and an orthogonal error component. We determine ω end pt = ω goal + ω error by computing
is the axis from the endpoint to the target.
D. BMI Decoder Architecture
The decoder plays a central role in mapping the activity from BMI neurons to control signals for the kinematic chain. In this work, we utilize the KF as the decoder (similar to previous studies, e.g., [15] - [17] ) and calibrate it using closedloop decoder adaptation (CLDA) [18] . Here,x t = [θ tωt 1 ] T represents the subject's intended joint anglesθ and joint velocitiesω at time t. In our KF state-space model,x t +1 varies over time, remaining close to both the previous statex t and an equilibrium state x eq , with some Gaussian randomness w t ∼ N (0, W ):
The state transition matrix A updates joint positions by integrating joint velocities, the control input matrix B only allows deviation from the equilibrium state to affect the velocity states, L is a linear feedback gain term, the process noise covariance W models each joint velocity to evolve independently
in which 0 and I are 4 × 4 zero matrices and identity matrices, respectively. Our previous work showed that the effect of the specific selected values (0.8 and 0.01) on the closed-loop system can be overwritten by CLDA [19] . The observations y t represent the spikes observed from a population of single and multi-units in the past 100 ms. The KF model of neural firing assumes a linear relationship between y t andx t : y t = Cx t + q t , q t ∼ N (0, Q). We only modeled the neural dependence on the joint velocity, and not joint position, based on performance analyses of cursor BMI studies [15] , [16] , [19] .
The KF estimatesx t from the observations {y 0 , · · · , y t } and produces the state estimate x t and confidence P t . We refer the reader to [20] for details. The KF first takes the last estimate x t −1 and predicts the next state using the state space model (2) to produce x t |t −1 = (A + α B L)x t −1 − α B Lx eq , and then updates the prediction when a new observation becomes available: x t = x t |t −1 + K t (y t − Cx t |t −1 ). The Kalman gain K t is determined by the model parameters {A, W, C, Q} and P t [20] . Since our model parameters are fixed, K t converges to a steady-state K [19] , and we analyze experimental data based on the simpler equation
in which (4), K y t , is of particular importance in this work. The value α controls how strongly the equilibrium affects the state of the chain. In our previous work, we found a similar tendency toward an equilibrium state arises spontaneously in decoders with position-based models of neural activity [19] . Similar mechanisms have been used to prevent "drift" due to inattention during control of a 4-DOF robot [3] . For Monkey C, the equilibrium was unused (α = 0), and we sometimes observed the kinematic chain entering into configurations in which he would lose motivation to continue performing the task, possibly because the chain configuration became difficult to manipulate. To prevent this issue for Monkey G, we used α = 0.025 during the center-out task to keep the chain configuration from drifting too far from the equilibrium. Since the equilibrium posture's endpoint position was at the workspace center, neural activity remained fully responsible for movements out toward the peripheral targets. This method was not applied to the multi-configuration task (α = 0) since the endpoint target was always at the workspace center.
KF parameters were calibrated using CLDA, a paradigm for adaptively improving closed-loop BMI performance by reestimating decoder parameters while the subject continues to operate the system (e.g., [18] ). CLDA is a powerful tool for rapidly improving bad initial parameters, so that parameters need not be initialized by trying to mimic natural movements. This advantage is particularly important in the clinical setting where natural movements may be impaired, or when the actuator is abstract and does not have a natural counterpart as in our system. To initialize parameter estimates the subjects watched computer-generated kinematic chain movements and the evoked neural activity was regressed against the computergenerated kinematics. They were then iteratively re-estimated as the subject performed the task in closed loop. If the intended kinematics are known or can be inferred, then maximum likelihood estimates of C and Q can be obtained by linear regression [20] . Simple methods to infer intended kinematics based on the task goals have been remarkably successful. Several previous studies assumed that the subject always intends that the cursor velocity point straight toward the target (e.g., [16] ). For our redundant kinematic chain, the intended configuration is not fully specified by the intended endpoint location. To resolve redundancy during CLDA, we applied a method based on natural motor remapping experiments [12] . We constructed an arbitrary one-to-one mapping between target position p * and intended configuration θ * for the center and peripheral targets so as to infer the goal state x * . Using our KF state-space model we infer the intended kinematics bỹ x est t +1 = Ax t + B L(x t − x * ), which is the multi-dimensional generalization of a feedback controller that smoothly moves a cursor toward a target position [16] . With a parameter update rule, we can iteratively improve parameters as new data comes in. We used the recursive maximum likelihood update rule detailed in our previous work [21] . CLDA was performed only on the center-out task to standardize the calibration method across tasks and this procedure was repeated daily for both monkeys. After 5-10 min of CLDA, the decoder parameters were frozen for the remainder of the experimental session.
E. Control Signal Analysis and DOF Manipulation
In (4), the term K y t can be interpreted as a 4-D control signal to a linear system and entirely encapsulates the contribution of the neural signal to the plant. Though K y t has nine elements (same as x t ), because we do not model neural dependence on joint positions and the last element of x t is constant, only the four velocity inputs are unique and the other five control inputs are linearly related to the velocity inputs. Hence we limit our analyses to the 4-D joint-velocity control u t = K [5:8] y t , in which K [5:8] is rows 5-8 of the K matrix (corresponding to the velocity state elements). Our tasks only require movement of the 2-D endpoint, resulting in two redundant DOFs. To break down the control signal along the endpoint-potent and null dimensions, we decomposed the control signals into endpoint-potent (e t ), and null (n t ) components (see Section II-C).
Additionally, the PCs of u t define a control signal coordinate system where the axes represent orthogonal coordinated joint movements that account for maximal variance [22] . If c i is the i th principal eigenvector, then the component of a vector β along the i th PC is β (i) = c i (c T i β). The scalar c T i β is the activation of dimension c i . Since PCs are orthogonal,
in whichū is the mean of u t . We measured the activation of each PC as a function of target direction during the center-out task to determine if the distributions of PC activations when reaching in a particular direction differed significantly from the overall distribution. Target-specific differences in activation level for a given PC would suggest that the activation is modulated by demands of the task. Additionally, in some closed-loop experiments,
. PC-space decomposition of u t provides an alternative but complementary decomposition to the decomposition into goal, error and null space. The decomposition into endpoint-potent and null components breaks down the control signal along task-relevant axes that move the endpoint or generate null movement, and depends partly on properties of the kinematic chain. PC space decompositions are driven more by the observed control signals and characterize the portions of control space that are actually used by the subjects and only depend on the statistics of the observed control signals. Intuitively, we expect some correspondence between the two decompositions if the control signals generated by the subjects perform the endpoint movement tasks successfully and efficiently.
Both decompositions can be done independently, or simultaneously to split u t into eight components:
(i)
t are the endpoint-potent and null component of the i th PC. We tested several hypotheses regarding the absolute variance as well as the fraction of variance (FV) accounted for by various combinations of these components. The variance of a vector was defined as the sum of the variance of each element [24] . Variance estimates were only normalized when used in FV calculations. Otherwise, they had units of (rad/s) 2 for velocity vectors and units of rad 2 for position vectors. FV is a first-order measure of the explanatory power of some component of the whole, frequently used in BMI studies along with correlation coefficients to quantify offline decoding performance. While FV does not capture the temporal structure of the control signal, in this work we focus on characterizing the amount of the control signal that comes from each of the possible control dimensions available to the subject independently of how they vary over the course of a trial. The FV of a particular component is different from its activation; the FV describes average contribution of a particular component to the overall control signal while the activation describes the instantaneous contribution. FV methods were applied frequently to u t (fraction of total variance), e t (fraction of endpoint-potent variance, FEV) and n t (fraction of null variance, FNV). For example, FEV due to the i th PC can be found by calculating var (e
t ), or the FNV due to the i th PC can be found by calculating var (n
. Variance estimates were made using 1000 samples (100 s) of data between the go cue and the target hold period; data from trials ending in timeout were excluded. The goal of this method is to use PC analysis to look for general patterns of coordinated joint movements and then map the usage of these patterns to the endpoint-potent and null dimensions of the kinematic chain to understand how they affected the motion of the chain.
We also examined the similarity of DOF use across tasks. PCA is a data-dependent determinant of directions of maximal variance that may change across tasks. Thus when comparing DOF usage across tasks, we determined which DOFs were used during center-out control (Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization applied to PCs averaged across sessions) and then used these center-out DOFs to make meaningful comparisons of control strategies across task manipulations.
F. Statistical Testing
To assess whether a variable was significantly different between two conditions (e.g., early and late learning), we typically applied the Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test to nonparametrically determine if two sets of data samples follow the same distribution. In cases where we performed repeated tests for the same hypothesis across joint configurations or target positions, we corrected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni or Holm-Bonferroni corrections.
To compare the BMI performance during the multiconfiguration task with and without visual feedback of the chain (see Section II-B) we employed a permutation test [22] . Permutation tests compare observed data (the difference in average movement time when the chain links were hidden versus visible) against a chance distribution obtained by randomly permuting the data (randomly permuting whether a trial was hidden or visible). Since performance varied by starting configuration, we stratified the permutations to only allow trial label shuffling within a particular starting configuration.
III. RESULTS A. Subjects Generated Less Stereotypic Chain Configurations as Task Performance Improved
Both subjects successfully performed the center-out braincontrol task with the 4-link kinematic chain. Examples for one target during late center-out sessions (last five for each subject) are shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1(d) shows that endpoint trajectories are concentrated around the straight-line path between origin and target. The joint configurations at the end of the trial shown in Fig. 1(e) are variable from trial to trial and, though they tend to be clustered around the solution configuration assumed by the CLDA procedure, they visually have a large spread compared to the endpoint trajectories for the same trials in Fig. 1(d) . In addition, Monkey C's solution configurations tended to be more variable than Monkey G, likely due to the use of the equilibrium attractor for Monkey G but not Monkey C.
Both subjects achieved high rates of successful trials on the center-out task: 84% for Monkey C across 24 sessions and 92% for Monkey G across 17 sessions. Monkey C's success rate did not change significantly over sessions (p > 0.38, linear fit) though Monkey G improved slightly (r = 0.63, p < 0.01, linear fit). Since both subjects achieved high rates of successful trials even from the first session, we looked for improvements in movement time on successful trials across sessions. Fig. 2(a) shows that movement time decreased across days in both subjects (Monkey C: R 2 = 0.492, Monkey G: R 2 = 0.355; linear fit, p < 0.02). Fig. 2(b) shows that average movement time was 0.76 s faster for Monkey C and 0.39 s faster for Monkey G in late (last 5) sessions compared to early (first 5) sessions. The distributions of movement times between early and late sessions were significantly different as well (KW test, p < 10 −5 ).
The joint-space control signals, u t , were partitioned into endpoint-potent and null components, and endpoint-potent components were further subdivided into goal and error components (see Section II-E). Fig. 2(c) shows that the variance of the endpoint-potent component increased from early to late sessions for both monkeys (KW test, p < 0.001). This increase in tandem with the performance improvements suggests that in later sessions the monkeys utilized a broader range of control signals to accelerate or decelerate the endpoint. In parallel, we observed that in late sessions, a greater fraction of endpointpotent variability was related to control inputs along the goal axis than on the error axis ( Fig. 2(d) , KW test, p < 0.001). This was likely responsible for changes in endpoint trajectory aspect ratio (the ratio between the lateral deviation of the movement and the straight-line distance from origin to target; a perfectly straight trajectory has aspect ratio of 0). Monkey G's trajectories decreased average aspect ratio across sessions (r = -0.61, p = 0.01), decreasing from 0.228 in early sessions to 0.186 in late sessions. Monkey C did not display any change in aspect ratio across sessions (r = 0.17, p > 0.4) but displayed a decrease in aspect ratio within session (r = -0.21, p < 0.001). These improvements in performance are consistent with previous studies of co-adaptive BMI performance improvements [13] , [17] . Both monkeys were able to generate endpoint control signals that were larger in magnitude and aimed more toward the target, thus achieving shorter movement times.
A novel component of our study is the redundancy in the kinematic chain, which allows null movements to reposition the chain without moving the endpoint. Fig. 2(e) shows that variability in the null dimension increased from early to late sessions (KW test, p < 0.001). In addition, we found that the configuration of the joints at the end of the trial became more variable across sessions. Fig. 2(f) shows that the within-target, within-session configuration variance was significantly higher in late sessions than in early sessions (KW test, p < 0.00002 for both monkeys). The variability of final configuration for one target in late sessions illustrated in Fig. 1(e) . Increases in null motion and configuration variance are somewhat counter to previously published observations of natural motor remapping studies [12] , possibly because no physical movement is required for BMI control. The starting configuration at the time of the go cue was also more variable in later sessions than in early sessions (KW test, p < 0.0005), and the starting configuration was highly predictive of the ending configuration. Averaging across targets and sessions, the starting configuration explained 94% of the variance in the ending configuration for Monkey C and 69% for Monkey G. This may indicate that the subjects attempted to optimize their solutions on a trial-by-trial basis and used trajectories loosely tailored to the starting configuration. In natural motor remapping studies, a similar phenomenon was observed where trajectories selected among the redundant space of possible trajectories were found to optimize "transport efficiency" [23] .
Altogether, the changes in the endpoint-potent control components allowed the monkeys to move to the targets faster without sacrificing accuracy or straightness, and changes in the null control components resulted in a more variable set of successful final joint configurations.
B. Movement Times Were Slower Without Redundant Joint Configuration Feedback
We analyzed the importance of direct visual feedback of the chain configuration state on task performance using the multi-configuration task. The subjects performed the multiconfiguration task with all links of the chain hidden on 50% of trials (randomly chosen), leaving only the chain's endpoint visible. A circle was used to mark the chain's endpoint position and the links were hidden-all other aspects of the task were identical to the task presented in Fig. 1(a) and (c) . In the multi-configuration task, each trial began with the chain at controlled starting configurations so that the chain configuration at the end of one trial did not impact the strategy for the next trial. Since there were multiple possible joint configurations for each starting endpoint position, subjects could not determine the exact chain configuration from the starting endpoint position alone. The percent of successful trials was similar for both monkeys and both task conditions (80%-85%). However, movement times were longer on average for reduced-feedback trials. Across starting configurations, movement times when the links were hidden were on average 5.5% longer for Monkey C and 13.3% longer for Monkey G (p < 0.0001, permutation test [see Section II-F]; 3732 trials for Monkey C and 1763 trials for Monkey G). One configuration in particular led to movement times that were 21.7% longer for Monkey C and 66.0% longer for Monkey G (KW test, p < 0.01 corrected). This indicates that the control signal generated by the subjects was influenced by knowledge of the full configuration state of the chain and not exclusively the endpoint position.
To confirm that the benefit of seeing the chain links was specific to a kinematically redundant plant, Monkey G performed a control experiment in which the four-link chain was replaced with a two-link chain. A two-link chain contains no kinematic redundancy because the joint angles can be determined from the endpoint position. Under these conditions, hiding the links had no effect on movement time (p < 0.35, permutation test; 4632 trials total). The benefit of seeing the kinematic chain links was eliminated when controlling a non-redundant system, suggesting that feedback about the redundant dimensions was important to the subjects' control strategy.
C. Redundant PCs Contributed to Task Performance
To extract the typical coordinated joint movements during the continuous center-out task, we performed PC analysis on the joint velocity control signals u t . The resulting PCs represent four orthogonal patterns of relative coordinated joint movements that span the joint velocity space. Since the fourlink chain possesses two DOFs in excess for completing the center-out task, we aimed to determine which control dimensions were modulated by task goals by calculating the average activation of each of the PCs during trials to different targets. This analysis used all trials not ending in timeout, including error trials, but we only included control signals for the trial epoch between the go cue and the target hold [see Fig. 1(b) ]. We hypothesized that PC activation (defined in Section II-E) driven by system noise would occur at a consistent level regardless of the intended endpoint movement direction, while activation driven by goal-directed control would vary depending on target direction. In Fig. 3(a) , activity along all four PCs shows clear direction-dependent selective activation (cosine curve fit, p < 0.001, averaged across sessions), with PCs 3 and 4 (the PCs accounting for less FV) both most active during downward endpoint movements. Despite the smaller FV explained by these PCs, they were selectively activated depending on target direction and thus modulated by task goals.
The selective activation of PCs in Fig. 3(a) was significant when averaged across sessions, indicating that DOFs were used in a consistent manner across center-out sessions. Since PCs are defined by a particular set of joint movement observations and therefore may vary depending on the decoder parameters, the neural ensemble, and the requirements of a given task, we also computed more general effective DOFs based on average PCs across multiple sessions of the centerout task (see Section II-E). We aimed to understand how the observed patterns of coordinated joint movements in the control signal mapped to the endpoint-potent and null space of the kinematic chain. Fig. 3(b) shows that the first two effective DOFs had larger FV than the last two effective DOFs in the center-out task. Thus, we refer to the first two effective DOFs as primary DOFs (pDOFs) and last two as secondary DOFs (sDOFs). We then calculated the FV due to each effective DOF for the endpoint-potent and null control signals in Fig. 3(c) and (d) , respectively. The pDOFs had a visibly greater contribution to endpoint-potent control signals than the sDOFs, while the sDOFs had a visibly greater contribution to null control signals than the pDOFs. The pDOFs, which captured the majority of the control signal variance, contributed primarily endpoint movement, not null movement. Our system calibration paradigm resulted in a system where the pDOFs were the main drivers of endpoint movement during center-out control.
We asked whether the relatively small FV explained by the sDOFs during center-out control reflected a global, taskindependent control strategy, or whether there were regions of configuration space where the sDOFs might play a more prominent role. We examined the usage of these same sDOFs during the multi-configuration task, in which a more varied range of joint configurations occurred than in the centerout task. In all trials for this analysis, the entire chain was visible. For each starting configuration, we split trials into two groups based on whether they were faster or slower than the median movement time for that starting configuration. Fig. 4(a) shows that in the fast trials (aggregated over all starting configurations), the sDOFs accounted for a greater FV of the total control signal than in the slow trials (KW test, p < 0.001). That is, the control signals during the fast trials made proportionally more use of the sDOFs than in the slow trials. This same result held within-configuration for 10 of 20 configurations for Monkey C and all 12 configurations for Monkey G (KW test, p < 0.01 corrected). This relationship indicates that activation of sDOFs enhanced task performance.
For many starting configurations of the multi-configuration task, the FEV due to sDOFs was higher than that observed during the center-out task. Fig. 4(c) illustrates sDOF use by target location (center-out task) or starting configuration (multiconfiguration task). To further explore this effect, we had Monkey G perform a modification of the multi-configuration task where starting configurations were specifically designed to encourage movements using secondary PCs and to discourage activity in the primary PCs [singular primary PC task, see Section II-B; an example is shown in Fig. 4(b) ]. When controlling from these configurations, FEV due to the sDOFs increased significantly (Fig. 4(c) , Task type "S") relative to both the standard multi-configuration and the center-out tasks. The sDOFs contributed 33% of endpoint movements from these configurations despite only contributing 13% during center-out control. Furthermore, the FV on the goal axis due to the sDOFs was on average 75% from these configurations. Not only were the sDOFs responsible for a large portion of endpoint movement from these particular configurations, they were primarily responsible for movements toward the goal.
A supplemental experiment confirmed non-trivial contribution of the sDOFs during center-out control. Monkey G performed the center-out task with a decoder that was manipulated to only allow movement along the first two PCs, and the performance of this was compared to performance with the full four PCs (1189 trials in each condition, 4-PC data was collected on the same sessions as 2-PC data and did not overlap with any data in Fig. 3 ). Average movement times were 11% worse in the 2-PC condition, increasing significantly from 1.28 s to 1.42 s overall (KW test, p = 0.002). The performance gap was most significant when moving toward targets at −90 deg (0.83 s (49.1%) difference, p < 0.001 corrected), −45 deg (0.32 s (21.1%) difference, p < 0.001 corrected), and 180 deg (0.15 s (13.0%) difference, p < 0.05 corrected). These directions also exhibited corresponding large FEV due to the sDOFs [ Fig. 4(a) ].
Altogether, these results indicate that despite the 2-D nature of the endpoint task, the subjects' control strategies utilized the redundant sDOFs in addition to the pDOFs. The relative usage of sDOFs depended on the specific task requirements, and in fact, for some parts of configuration space, the sDOFs defined by the center-out task were more important than the pDOFs.
IV. DISCUSSION
The restoration of upper limb function is one of the most common goals of BMI research. To fully match the functionality of the natural arm, a BMI system must provide a mechanism by which the neural circuitry can generate specific joint postures in addition to hand movements. Such an ability is essential for certain types of movements such as reaching around obstacles. Providing the user with direct control at the joint or even muscle level is one possible way to incorporate this functionality. Studies involving robotic BMI control have typically only allowed direct neural control of the end effector [3] - [5] , [24] , with the generation of a corresponding configuration-space trajectory (e.g., joint positions) left to robotic path planning algorithms. Systems that instead seek to reanimate the natural limb through functional electrical stimulation of intact muscles have the potential to allow control of redundant aspects of the limb state, but relatively few examples of this type of control have been published. In a recent study in which brain activity directly controlled functional electrical stimulation (FES) of 3-5 hand and arm muscles to perform a grasping task [7] , the stimulated muscles likely formed a redundant mapping to the subjects' grasp. The FES paradigm demonstrates the clinical value of understanding neural control of redundant actuators.
It is important to note that the neural redundancy present in many BMIs is distinct from kinematic redundancy. Most BMIs contain neural redundancy in that there are typically many more neurons directly involved in closed-loop control than there are controllable DOFs in the plant. However, there is an important distinction between kinematic redundancy in the manipulable DOFs of the plant and redundancy in the neural control signal: the user receives direct sensory feedback about the redundant plant state, but feedback about the state of individual redundant neural inputs can only be gained indirectly through observation of their combined effect on the plant. Because BMIs are closed-loop control systems, this difference in feedback conditions may result in the two types of redundancy exerting different effects on subjects' control. The impact of neural redundancy on BMI performance remains an open question and deserves further study.
A series of experiments investigated abstract motor learning of kinematically redundant maps (see [25] for a review). Subjects learned novel mappings from high-dimensional 19-DOF hand position to 2-D cursor position in order to perform cursor movement tasks and remapped natural hand kinematics rather than utilizing direct cortical control of the redundant parameters. Subjects performing the hand-to-cursor control tasks reduced variability of the cursor position space by producing straighter trajectories, and reduced variability in the null position space by acquiring targets in more consistent configurations [12] . However, this null variability was not eliminated completely, and with continuous visual feedback subjects used remaining null movements to reduce energetic control costs [23] . In our data, we observed an increase in null variability in the velocity space as well as an increase in variability of the chain configuration at the end of the trial. This difference between the BMI and natural movement paradigms may be in part due to the visual feedback presented to the subject, or due to the vastly different cost of movement in each paradigm. In the natural motor remapping experiments, only 2-D visual feedback was provided to the subjects; the subjects had proprioceptive but not visual feedback about the redundant dimensions. As with neural redundancy, a lack of feedback about the redundant dimensions may alter the strategy acquired by the subjects. Furthermore, in our study, the cost of null movement is simply the metabolic cost of the neural activity patterns needed to produce null movement. It seems unlikely that the subjects strategically increased null velocity variability. Rather, null velocity variance may have increased by the same neural mechanisms driving the increase in task velocity variance. Because there is very little energetic cost to generating the null activity and because null activity does not alter the endpoint position, it may have required less effort to generate null velocities than to suppress them. This is consistent with a minimum intervention strategy in which the subjects learned to ignore or exploit motion in the null space rather than try to correct it [11] .
Both subjects in our study engaged the redundant plant DOFs in small but non-trivial amounts. The coarse elements of control were dominated by the first two DOFs, but the third and fourth DOFs still influenced finer aspects of control. This control structure is similar to redundant DOFs that are engaged in natural motor control. For example, in hand grasping postures, though most of the postural variance can be explained by the first 2 PCs (>80%), the higher order PCs still contain information about the object being grasped [26] . Interestingly, in the center-out experiments, the PCs showed direction-dependent selective activation even though we did not take into account the exact configuration of the chain. A dedicated exploration of different portions of configuration space was critical to find situations in which the typically lesser-used coordinated joint movements became highly relevant to achieving the task goals (see Fig. 4 ).
While our subjects demonstrated that redundant elements of the BMI plant can be controlled, the clinical viability of redundant DOFs are unclear. Measured in bits/second, performance was comparable to other studies controlling 2-D cursors (see [16] for a comparison of bits/second across studies). In addition, both subjects acheived trial success rates (see Section III-A) similar to those reported by cursor BMI studies. However, increasing the number of controllable DOFs may significantly increase the amount of required visual attention and impair the ability to make coordinated movements, which may be important factors in patients' decisions to accept and use prosthetics [27] . Extensive practice at controlling such a BMI system can induce neuroplasticity [28] - [31] , which may alleviate the cognitive load of controlling the BMI. In addition, BMI performance can improve when some form of proprioceptive feedback is provided (e.g., [32] ) and the use of artificial proprioceptive feedback may possibly help to alleviate BMI cognitive load [2] . Furthermore, calibrating decoder parameters for a high-DOF system is challenging [6] . While our CLDA methodology was sufficient for subjects to achieve control of the plant in this study, it may be suboptimal for a redundant system since the presence of kinematic redundancy complicates the process of estimating intended movements. Our CLDA method could be clinically applicable if a set of instructed configurations can be specified (e.g., useful postures for activities of daily living). Alternative CLDA methods (e.g., LMS-like methods to minimize endpoint error [33] ) may also achieve high performance without explicitly assuming the subject is trying to attain a particular chain configuration. Though there are many avenues by which future studies could possibly reduce the control burden for high-DOF BMIs such as exploiting neuroplasticity with decoder adaptation [34] , supplemental feedback, improved decoding architectures, etc., there will be a tradeoff between the increased complexity of learning to operate the system and the potential advantages of controlling more DOFs (e.g., neural control over paths around obstacles). Evaluating this tradeoff will be important to future clinical deployment of BMIs.
